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APPENDIX 2 SELF CATERING MANAGEMENT
TABLE 1
MANAGEMENT AGENT OR DIY MANAGEMENT TYPE
Agent or System
Holiday Bookings Online

Services Available
 Show live accommodation availability and take client bookings 24/7

Pricing Structure
 Standard account £400

through the secure online booking system from Holiday-Bookingswww.holiday-bookings-online.com

Online.

 Premium Account £483

 Easy to add website
An online booking system only

 Provides fast and reliable booking pages which are up to 10 times faster

 No commission charges.

than other online booking systems (they claim).
 Getting started uses a set-up wizard.
 Needs an HTML link from CDT website to create your own online
booking pages.
 There is no complex installation and adding the link is a simple 10minute job for web designers.
 The system works with virtually any website hosting.
 The comprehensive but easy to use management control panel lets you
manage your bookings, print invoices and provides you with the facility
to set up a range of booking preferences from short breaks to special
offers.
 The control panel is accessed via the Internet so you can access your
bookings from multiple locations - your office, home or even on holiday!
Supercontrol
https://supercontrol.co.uk/

 SuperControl is a booking and management system which offers online

 £250 set up fee

booking technology through its widely uses property management

 £590 per year for 6 units

solution.

 1% service fee on bookings via
Booking.com,

Airbnb,

Also an online booking system only
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 SuperControl uses intelligent software which connects owners with
guests through their business toolkit via with a growing network of sales

HomeAway,

Expedia

and

TripAdvisor

partners.
 Bespoke website built via their partner Creatomatic
 Could be managed in house by CDT
Bookalet

 Bookalet allows you to:

 Gold Package
 £363 per year

www.bookalet.co.uk

 Take control of all your bookings in a single location

 Free setup and support

 Add sophisticated booking forms to your own website

 Extra properties available at

 Configure different pricing models for different seasons

additional

 Add flexible discounting to incentivise guests

properties)

 Include optional extras to maximise revenue
 Securely take credit card payments into your own account

 Optional

cost

(up

website

to

19

builder

-

£194.00 per annum

 Automatically chase payments when due
 Save time by automating the entire booking process
 Re-market to guests to increase occupancy
LHH Scotland

 Cromarty based LHH Scotland, LHH Scotland represent properties from
the Scottish Borders to the Outer Hebrides.

https://www.lhhscotland.com/

 They are particularly interested in expanding their portfolio of high-end
houses in areas we do not yet represent, or those areas in which we
have very few properties.
 Likely to have a high market reach but possibly not quite as extensive
as some of the others described below

 For multiple properties, charges
can come down to 10%
 Short lets market is good in low
season
 No short breaks in spring and
summer – does this meet with
CDT objectives?

 May be too focussed on high end properties rather than unique
properties such as the huts at Cultybraggan.
 Properties of 4- and 5-star grade are of particular interest.
 They offer website marketing and high-quality brochure exposure
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 Most of their properties are either particularly attractive in design, well
appointed, in an especially spectacular location or offer some other
attraction not normally found in self-catering accommodation, such as a
hot tub or access to a swimming pool.
 However, they also seek well-appointed properties, in popular locations,
which are less luxurious but well maintained and managed.
 In consultation with them by phone, they appear to be very much “high
end” focussed
 They would do everything and take on board the full inventory year
round
 However, they recommend a site visit and discussion with developers –
early visit recommended
 Interestingly she did not ask where the properties were that I was
enquiring about! Former PoW camps do not seem to sit well within their
portfolio but they may be worthy of a discussion
Scottish Country Cottages

 SCC offer over 380 of the finest country cottages, including many in

 12-month contracts

Perthshire. Bookings and admin services provided and exposure on

 Payment to client is in advance

https://www.scottish-country-

cottages.com, Hoseasons and Scottish Country Cottages. Likely to have

of guest stays with the agency

cottages.co.uk/

a high market reach.

fee deducted.

 The lady I talked to was hugely interested in the World War 2 connection
also

 Agency fee is 18% - 20%

as they promote a range of unique properties ranging from wartime huts
to bunkers.

www.cottages.com

 Their Regional Manager (Perth based) would be pleased to do a site
visit at no charge. Call 01282 847176 for contact details

all part of the Hoseason group
Sykes Holiday Cottages

 25 years’ experience in the business.
 Due to growth and marketing power, they can generate year-round

https://www.sykescottages.co.uk/

 No up-front fees to pay until first
booking

bookings and an excellent income.
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 Claim to remember their roots as a family-run company that puts

 Between 18% and 22% agency

property owners first, and can provide a bespoke, personal service to

costs depending on inventory

suits clients.

and seasonal availability

 Wide range of properties from quaint country cottages to grand manor
estates.
 Market exposure via offline, online, print, press, email and search
marketing to social media, via over 500 partners including “big names
and trusted brands to feature your property in plenty of places,
guaranteeing to get you more visibility”.
 Blocking out remains under CDT control.
 Likely to have a very high market reach.
 They offer access to an online owner account to access bookings,
financial info and feedback all in one place, with hints, tips and
information on holiday letting.
 There is a local manager (how local is not known) and an in-house team
covering every corner of the UK, and offices in Chester and
Windermere”.
Discover Scotland

 Based in Castle Douglas, Discover Scotland have been letting holiday
Cottages in Scotland since 1983
 They offer a free Visit Scotland grading for selected cottages if they are

www.discoverscotland.net

listed by the end of March 2020, so and will do a free no obligation
appraisal.
 Fully computerised live update website with owner access to update
bookings.
 Regular monthly pay-outs to owners of all monies received against their
property when received
 No delay on payments to the start of the holiday or indeed after it.
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 Wide advertising online and national press including using satellite
websites to boost properties or arranging additional site listings on other
sites where owners require extra coverage, although this may be at an
extra charge.
 Clear terms and conditions in our contract with no hidden charges or
indeed upfront charges at any time.
 All charges are taken from rents received.
 Owners are certain of receiving their weekly rents after a booking has
been placed even if the visitor cancels that booking from a cancellation
fund.
 Flexible approach to individual properties to ensure that they are
marketed and presented in the most appropriate manner.
 Currently used by New Galloway Community Enterprises
 There is no restriction or charge for owners own bookings.
Air BnB

 Airbnb offers a platform that enables Members to publish, offer, search

Two types of charges:

for, and book Host Services.
 Hosts can create a listing and are in control of how they host – setting
https://www.airbnb.co.uk/

1. A split fee

their price, availability, and rules for each Listing.
 The host relationship with Airbnb is that of an independent individual or
entity and not an employee, agent, joint venturer or partner of Airbnb
 Airbnb Payments acts as a payment collection agent as described in the
Payments Terms.
 Airbnb does not direct or control the Host Service and the host agrees
that they have complete discretion whether and when to provide Host
Services and at what price and on what terms to offer them.
 The Airbnb Platform provides tools that make it easy to set up and

 A service fee is deducted from
the host pay-out, and a service
fee is charged to guests.
 Host service fee - Most hosts pay
a service fee of 3%,
 Guest service fee - Guests pay a
service fee that is under 14.2%
of the booking subtotal

manage a Listing. Listing must include complete and accurate
information about your Host Service, your price, other charges like

2. Host-only fee
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cleaning fees, resort fees, security deposits, offline fees, and any rules
or requirements that apply to your Guests or Listing.

 The

 Hosts are responsible for their acts and omissions as well as for keeping
Listing information (including calendar availability) and content (like
photos) up-to-date and accurate at all times.

entire

service

fee

is

deducted from the host pay-out
 no Airbnb service fee is paid by
guests.

 Airbnb recommend that hosts obtain appropriate insurance for Host
Services and suggest they carefully review policy terms and conditions
like coverage details and exclusions.
 Hosts may only maintain one Listing per Accommodation but may have
multiple Listings for a single property if it has multiple places to stay. Any
offer of an Experience is subject to Airbnb Additional Terms for
Experience Hosts.
 Market reach is likely to be global
 Service fees are non-refundable.
 Airbnb reserves the right to change the service fees at any time
 Generally, hosts may not collect any additional fees or charges outside
the Airbnb platform unless expressly authorized by Airbnb.
 Could be managed in house by CDT
Home from Home Perthshire

 Killiecrankie based Home From Home Perthshire offers holiday home
owners

https://homefromhomeperthshire.com/

a

comprehensive

range

of

property

management

&

maintenance packages.

 A one-off joining fee of £175.00
(per unit) which covers full
creation of web listing, including

 They are a full-service property management agency whose aim is to

wording, tariffs, and photography

effectively run & manage holiday cottages or second home, allowing

 Commission rate of 15% on all

clients and guests total peace of mind. Services include:

bookings.
 They fully manage the booking

• Co-ordinating changeovers

process and act as the first point

• Secure keyholding & access for trades

of contact for guests both before

• Winter & out of season services

and during their stay.
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• Property inventories & mail collection
• Arranging guest activities such as bike hire, fishing, shooting, rafting etc
• Regular scheduled checks as well as short notice/same day inspections
 Likely to have a high market reach but maybe not quite as extensive as
some of the others.
 Full property maintenance and gardening services
 They also have a booking website etc
SB Property Management

 Comrie based SB Property Management offer:
 Elizabeth Field's Sweeping Betty cleaning brand is well known

www.sbpropertymanagement.co.uk/

throughout Strathearn

 15% on the net booking fee for
each

booking.

The

services

provided for this will be:

 Specialist with knowledge of the area and the properties represented,
 use the latest technology to maximise holiday-home occupancy.
 SB has enviable inside knowledge.

 SB property management deals
with all financial management

 Owners can also draw on our knowledge and front-line experience

 SB Property management will

regarding budget, interior design and guest experience to help maximise

take complete control of all

occupancy rate.

bookings synchronising with all
the platforms they advertise the

Their service package includes:

property on.
 SB will market the property

 Calendar bookings

through

 Financial Management

different web pages

 Property Management

media

and

 SB will be the guests point of

 Marketing/professional photography

contact

 On call 24/7 during guests stay

departure.

 5 -star guest experience

social

from

booking

to

 SB will be available 24/7 during

 Change over cleaning/laundry services

the guests stay should any

 Bespoke welcome packs

issues arise
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 Covid 19 Management and compliance

 SB will deal with minor property
issues (communicating with CDT

Small range of properties and a rather undersold website.

re actions and costs of repairs
before proceeding)
 SB will provide a 5-star guest
experience
 SB will replenish stock and
invoice accordingly for toilet roll,
tea, coffee, sugar etc.
 SB’s sister company Sweeping
Betty www.sweepingbetty.co.uk
would be happy to quote for the
changeover cleans should CDT
require that service too.
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APPENDIX 3
Model 1 25% Costs
Revenue
Letting Revenue
Costs
Operating Costs %
Operating Costs £
Total Costs
Surplus (Deficit)
Surplus %

Model 2 - 40% Costs
Revenue
Letting Revenue
Costs
Operating Costs %
Operating Costs £
Total Costs
Surplus (Deficit)
Surplus %

SELF CATERING COSTS AND REVENUE ESTIMATES
Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

Year 5

£96,339

£101,156

£106,214

£111,524

£117,101

25%
£24,085
£24,085
£72,254
75%

25%
£25,289
£25,289
£75,867
75%

25%
£26,553
£26,553
£79,660
75%

25%
£27,881
£27,881
£83,643
75%

25%
£29,275
£29,275
£87,825
75%

£96,339

£101,156

£106,214

£111,524

£117,101

40%
£38,536
£38,536
£57,803
60%

40%
£40,462
£40,462
£60,694
60%

40%
£42,485
£42,485
£63,728
60%

40%
£44,610
£44,610
£66,915
60%

40%
£46,840
£46,840
£70,260
60%
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Model 3 - 60% Costs
Revenue
Letting Revenue
Costs
Operating Costs %
Operating Costs £
Total Costs
Surplus (Deficit)
Surplus %
*Model 4 - Reflecting CDT Cost Scenario (Based on earlier CDT projections)
Revenue
Letting Revenue
Costs
Agency fee %
Agency Fee £
Total variable cost (clean, launder, booking fees, utilities) From CDT Estimates
Staff Costs (Assumes costs from CDT estimates but includes only admin)
Other costs and Overheads*
Total Costs
Surplus (Deficit)
Surplus %

£96,339

£101,156

£106,214

£111,524

£117,101

60%
£57,803
£57,803
£38,536
40%

60%
£60,694
£60,694
£40,462
40%

60%
£63,728
£63,728
£42,485
40%

60%
£66,915
£66,915
£44,610
40%

60%
£70,260
£70,260
£46,840
40%

£96,339

£101,156

£106,214

£111,524

£117,101

25%
£24,085
£5,000
£16,183
£15,763
£61,031
£35,308
37%

25%
£25,289
£5,500
£18,880
£19,840
£69,509
£31,647
31%

25%
£26,553
£6,000
£21,578
£21,840
£75,971
£30,243
28%

25%
£27,881
£6,500
£24,275
£21,840
£80,496
£31,029
28%

25%
£29,275
£7,000
£26,972
£25,940
£89,187
£27,914
24%

Notes
Revenue - Price to customer per unit increases by 5% per year
Models 1 to 3 assume varying % of operating costs
Model 4 - assumes costs as projected in earlier CDT estimates but which are now largely superseded
All figures exc VAT
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SUMMARY

Operating Model
Model 1 - 25% Operating Costs
Model 2 - 40% Operating Costs
Model 3 - 60% Operating Costs
Model 4 - Full-Service Agency - Reflecting CDT Cost Scenario

Year 1
£72,254
£57,803
£38,536
£35,308

Estimated Surplus (Deficit)
Year 2
Year 3
Year 4
£75,867
£79,660
£83,643
£60,694
£63,728
£66,915
£40,462
£42,485
£44,610
£31,647
£30,243
£31,029

Year 5
£87,825
£70,260
£46,840
£27,914
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APPENDIX 4 VISITOR ATTRACTION RECOMMENDATIONS
Improving Visitor Orientation and Management
Short term

Improving Heritage Interpretation Facilities

Zoning the Camp

The Guard Block as the Main Interpretive Facility

As the heritage elements of Cultybraggan are expected to be accommodated in

Given the need to generate income from visitors through admission charges, we

only 30% of the Camp buildings, clear delineation of the different uses of different

recommend that access to interpretive materials should be available in controlled

areas of the site will be needed to ensure that visitors are contained within areas

indoor areas which are accessible only through admission ticketing. The Guard

where they will be safe and will not intrude upon other business and community

Block is well suited to be the main interpretive facility in the Camp, as it holds a

users of the site. It is recommended that the Camp should be zoned into three

series of rooms that can be visited in sequence to view interpretive materials on

distinct areas: Cultybraggan Business Park (the commercial lets); Cultybraggan

the full range of the camp’s history with each room should be fitted out with relevant

Community Centre (community lets): and Cultybraggan Visitor Centre (the heritage

materials to tell the story of Cultybraggan from 1941 to the present day in an easy-

facilities). Visitors should be encouraged to spend the bulk of their time in the

to-follow chronological manner.

heritage area rather than wander freely around the Camp.

The emphasis of any interpretation should be on the people who have stayed at
Cultybraggan – why they were there; their daily lives; and where they moved on to

If possible, traffic for the Visitor Centre and the Business Park should be separated

after the Camp. It is essential that interpretive materials are presented in as

immediately after the entrance to the Camp. Would it be possible for traffic to the

professional a manner as possible. They should also utilise a common format or

Business Park to be directed to turn left immediately after the CDT office hut and

brand throughout to ensure consistency of presentation.

to access the commercial lets via the road running along the front of the
Carmichael’s yard? In the longer term, it would be helpful to create a separate

Tour Route

access point for commercial traffic into the Camp.

The primary aim should be to provide visitors with a clear route to follow on selfguided tours. There should also be scope to provide guided tours of the facility at

Creating an Orientation and Admission Point – the Guard Block

certain times of the day or week, particularly those periods when it is quieter. This

In the short term, we recommend designating the Guard Block building as a

may help to stimulate additional visits at quieter times and reduce pressures at

temporary visitor admissions and orientation point for the Camp, as well as its main

busier times.

interpretation centre. We recommend that the central access area of the Guard
Block should have a staffed reception/ admissions desk during all periods when

Interpretive Materials

the Camp is open to visitors. This should also act as the reception/check in point

In the short term, we recommend working with a local designer to develop a

for the self-catering lets. Paid staff will be required to operate this facility.

template format for interpretive materials that can be populated with appropriate
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Given that the Guard Block building is hard up against the obtrusive Wild

content by CDT staff or volunteers and produced as interpretive posters on a colour

Thyme/Entier building, if possible, some form of screening should be erected to

printer or photocopier. Once laminated, these posters should provide a basic level

reduce the prominence of the new building.

of interpretation to meet visitor expectations.

Signage

Heritage audit

Welcome signage at the Camp entrance should direct all leisure visitors to the

An audit should be conducted of all materials with interpretive potential that CDT

Guard Block and the parking area closest to it should be designated as visitor

can access. Each room of the Guard Block should then be populated with relevant

parking. Signage should be installed on the Guard Block and the parking area to

existing materials to whatever extent is possible to provide interim interpretive

emphasise their purpose. i.e. “Cultybraggan Visitor Centre” and “Visitor Centre

facilities as soon as it is possible to reopen the Camp to visitors.

Parking”. If visitor numbers grow substantially, additional parking space and

At the most basic level, A4 information sheets could be produced through working

dedicated coach parking may be needed.

with a local designer to produce a standard branded template and laminating each
sheet to reduce any potential damage or theft. Every effort should be made to avoid

Admissions Policy

overloading the sheets with too much copy, especially as this might reduce sales

Visitors should not be able to access interpretive materials in the Guard Block or

of the book about the camp which is already available.

the three adjacent A-Listed huts (or any other enclosed buildings) without first
paying an admission fee at the reception desk. Visitors should be issued with
admission tickets to be shown, on request, before entering any enclosed
interpretive facilities.

Medium term

The Officers Mess

Huts as Interpretive Areas

In the medium term (i.e. 2 – 3 years) the Officers Mess building should be

It is recommended that the three A-listed huts adjacent to the Guard Block should

developed as the main visitor admissions and orientation point. This building

initially act as overflow interpretive facilities where there is scope to tell stories in

should also incorporate public toilets, a café/restaurant, a retail outlet and an

greater detail. However, the priority should be to populate the Guard Block with as

events/function space that both visitors and locals can access and use without

much interpretive material as possible and to make it the main element of the

paying an admission charge. The Officers Mess should provide a range of facilities

heritage experience within the Camp.

that visitors expect to find at attractions, while generating a variety of ancillary
income streams for CDT. Some of these facilities – the café/restaurant in particular

Some visitors are likely to continue to wander into parts of the Camp outwith the

– could be operated on a franchise basis, perhaps by businesses already located

Visitor Centre area. To minimise this we suggest providing information about the
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in the Camp. The priority should be development of the café and officers mess as

Business Park and the Community Park within the Guard Block as part of the

a cafe restaurant for all site visitors but also those who will be using the self-

interpretive facilities e.g. a final room in the Block about “Cultybraggan Today”.

catering units. This will generate revenue flow to help fund future capital projects.

This could incorporate information about specific businesses in the Camp, which

Redevelopment of the officers’ mess could provide:

the businesses themselves may wish to sponsor.





A welcome and arrival point for group tours A place where visitors pick

In the medium term, if resident business and community lets agree, it may be

up their self-guided tour system

advantageous to develop an interpretive or “Blue Plaque” trail around the Business

An orientation area where the significance of Cultybraggan is presented

Park and Community Park so visitors can see different huts that are in active use

to visitors possibly in a multimedia environment

and can appreciate the diverse uses and positive future of the Camp.



A departure point for the end of the tour



A gift shop



A cafe



Toilets

Gift Shop
Locating a visitor gift shop in the officers mess would ensure that all site users are
accessible and would increase revenue per visitor. The shop could include a range
of branded merchandise and other products including sweeties and take away hot,
cold and soft drinks which are available to all site users.

Long Term

A Visitor Management Strategy and Interpretive Plan
Long-term development requires a Visitor Management and Interpretive Plan which sets out the detail and costs of fully establishing Cultybraggan Camp as a “must
see” visitor attraction which adopts a range of innovative techniques coupled with the artefacts accessible to CDT. This strategy should incorporate an audience
development plan which builds upon the stories of Cultybraggan and presents them in a fully engaging manner.

An experienced interpretive consultancy should be engaged to develop a detailed plan with a view to beginning to implement it in 2022. The following may act as an
initial guide to enhancing interpretive facilities in the short term to enable CDT to deliver an enhanced visitor experience in 2021. The plan could be based on the key
stories of Cultybraggan. These are broadly:
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World War Two (Cultybraggan as a POW Camp)

Community Ownership (Swords to Ploughshares)



The Road to World War Two



The Comrie Community Takes Over



Why Was Cultybraggan Built?



Cultybraggan Today – Local Businesses



Who Built Cultybraggan?



Cultybraggan Today – Community Groups



Who Was in Charge at Cultybraggan?



Cultybraggan Today – Events



Who Was Imprisoned at Cultybraggan?



Cultybraggan – The Future



Prisoner Life at Cultybraggan



Exploring Cultybraggan



The Dangerous Men of Cultybraggan (the “Black Nazis”)



Exploring Comrie



Cultybraggan Creativity



Comrie Folk & Cultybraggan



The End of the War



Homeward Bound – but some stayed on

Post War


The British Army Moves In



Army Life at Cultybraggan



The Role of the British Army Post-War



The Cold War & The Bunker



The British Army Moves Out

Rebranding
In association with upgrading of the visitor experience we recommend that a rebranding exercise should be undertaken to reposition Cultybraggan Camp in the visitor
market.
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APPENDIX 5
THE IMPACT OF COVID AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR OPERATING THE CULTYBRAGGAN VISITOR CENTRE IN 2021 AND INTO 2022
1.

Essential Preparations

The following preparatory work will be needed prior to reopening the visitor centre to the public in July 2021.








2.

Plan to open to the public daily until 31 October 2021 only (unless there is proven demand for an extended period of opening)
Plan to be open to visitors by prior arrangement only between Monday 1 November 2021 and Friday 1 April 2022. All visits to be 1 hour
guided tours led by volunteers or full time CDT staff if available.
Review current insurance policies and ensure they are adequate to cover all eventualities that may arise from the operation of the visitor
centre.
Undertake a tidy up and repair of areas in the immediate vicinity of the visitor centre.
Carry out a full Risk Assessment of the visitor experience to ensure the safety of all visitors and identify mitigations to remove or minimise
any areas of risk.
Clean everything and regularly.
Recruit paid staff and volunteers. Ensure they are trained in customer service, operational procedures and Covid protocols. Ensure they
are supplied with recommended PPE as required.
Booking Regime









All visitors must commit to visiting only with others within their Covid bubble and to following all regulations regarding social distancing,
facemasks etc. Again, this will be subject to any changes to Covid regulations.
Open for pre-booked visitors only to ensure visitors are in their permitted “bubbles”.
Set up an online and telephone booking systems to a dedicated number with a voice mail facility for advance bookings.
Set up an online Bookings Diary on which to check availability and make booking.
Meet set up costs out of the NLHF Emergency Grant funding of £5,000 for Heritage & Visitor Attraction Reopening Preparation.
It may be possible to use an inexpensive off-the-shelf online booking system.
Open daily from 1000 – 1600 with 12 bookable slots, one at every hour and half hour, from 1000 – 1530. This equates to being open 114
days.
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3.

Access and Arrival





4.

Undertake maintenance of the access road from the camp entrance to the Guard Block using funding from the NLHF Emergency Grant
(£4,750 in total is allocated to Roads Maintenance in the grant).
Sign the Guard Block building as Cultybraggan Visitor Centre to clearly identify it as the reception point and main facility for paid admission
visitors to the camp. Costs of signage to be met out of the NLHF Emergency Grant funding of £5,000 for Heritage & Visitor Attraction
Reopening Preparation unless they can be met out of the Huts Maintenance budget of £3,000.
Designate and sign the tarmac area in front of the 3 A-listed huts as the main Visitors Car Park in the camp. Erect directional signage to
this car park from the camp entrance to give visitors a clear route into the camp. Costs of signage to be met out of the NLHF Emergency
Grant funding for Heritage & Visitor Attraction Reopening Preparation.
Interpretation









Undertake maintenance of the Guard Block building and the adjoining 3 huts using funding from the NLHF Emergency Grant (£3,000 is
allocated to this in the grant).
As part of the above, create a small reception/admissions desk and a small retail facility in the main entrance to the Guard Block building.
(These are already in place but may need some maintenance and enhancement)
Undertake an audit of all interpretive materials that CDT currently holds or has access to and identify which ones would be suitable to
display or use in the Guard Block building or the 3 adjoining huts.
Remove the interpretation panels dotted around the camp from their current sites and move them into the Guard Block building so they
are only available to paid admission visitors. This will add value to the paid admission element of the visitor experience.
Draw up and implement an initial Interpretive Plan that aims to place interpretive materials in as many rooms of the Guard Block building
as possible. Aim to tell the stories of the people of Cultybraggan in a clear chronological order. (See below for Recommendations for Initial
Interpretive Plan).
Produce basic, initial information sheets for each room of the Guard Block housing interpretive materials. At the most basic level, these
can be A4 information sheets produced on a PC and photocopied. However, some higher quality interpretation would be preferable if
funds are available from the NLHF Emergency Grant funding for Heritage & Visitor Attraction Reopening Preparation.
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5.

Update and photocopy copies of the handout promoting a visitor route round the camp. This to be distributed to all paid admission visitors.
Liaise with commercial tenants in the camp when updating to minimise any potential conflicts between visitor and business use of the
camp.
Revenue Earning







6.

Purchase a small selection of items for retail to visitors.
Use local suppliers where possible.
Do not bulk buy in stock.
Investigate opportunities to take stock from local artists and craftworkers on a commission sales basis only.
This will provide local artists and craftworkers with an additional sales outlet, expand the range of stock on display, and minimise the
amount of funding tied up in stock holding.
Make stock available for online purchase.
Financial Planning









Plan and budget for opening to visitors daily from Saturday, 3 July – Sunday, 31 October 2021. This will be subject to ongoing review
considering any changes to Covid regulations.
Employ the full time equivalent (FTE) of 1 paid Visitor Centre staff member to be always on duty during opening hours. Responsibilities
to include confirming all advance bookings made online or by telephone.
Staff to work and be paid for 8 hours per day (0900 – 1700) to allow for opening up and closing down time.
Aim to recruit 2 – 3 part time members of staff to provide greater operational flexibility. Part time work may also be more appealing to
potential applicants.
1 paid FTE staff member at 8 hours a day for 130 days (allowing 16 days for setting up, training and end of season breakdown) equates
to 1,040 paid staff hours. Say 1,100 staff hours for simplicity. This would cover any illnesses, periods of double staffing etc.
If staff are paid £10.00 per hour (just above the National Minimum Wage), total staff costs for July - October would be £11,000. Budget
for £13,000 staff costs to cover on costs and any incidentals.
Supplement paid staff with volunteers as available. Aim to recruit a minimum of 16 volunteers to provide support cover throughout each
week of operation. This would roughly equate to each volunteer working an average of 4 hours per week throughout the opening period.
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Budget to attract a minimum of 2,500 paying visitors between 3 July and 31 October. 1,700 full price adults and 800 concession priced
children/senior citizens. This would equate to an average of 22 visitors per day. (Compared to capacity to handle 36 visitors per day,
based on an average of 3 visitors per booking slot)
At admission charges of £5.00 per adult and £3.50 per concession, this would generate income of £11,300. Not enough to cover staff
costs.
Admission charges of £6.00 per adult and £4.00 per concession would generate income of £13,400. This would cover staff costs and
leave a small surplus to help to cover overhead costs.
We recommend increasing admission charges to £6.00 per adult and £4.00 per concession IF the visitor experience is improved.
If remaining open post October, introduce premium pricing of £7.00 per adult admission and £5.00 per concession admission for the
November – March period to cover any additional costs of opening up the facility etc. At 50 visitors per month for 5 months, this would
generate income of £1,650.
Plan and budget to reopen fully to visitors on Friday, 1 April – Sunday, 30 October 2022 with all admission charges increased to £7.00
per adult and £5.00 per concession. Again, this will be dependent on any remaining Covid regulations in operation at that time and IF the
visitor experience is improved.
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APPENDIX 6

EVENTS, WEDDINGS AND FILMING

Third Party Event Organisers
Requires formal events policy and rental charges updated annually
Venue offers includes rental only - provision of all event related facilities and services is the responsibility of the event organiser. All risk associated with the event are the responsibility of the event organiser.
Insurance for site restoration must be provided to CDT by organiser
Needs on-site infrastructure - shower block, toilets, café. Café and retail units outside the events area will still be open and revenue generated there will fall directly to CDT

Events
Large Event - third party Hire rate for e.g.
activity and event area rental
Number of events
Income (gross)
Small Events - third party hire rate based on
CDT guide price

Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

Year 5

£2,000
3
£6,000

£3,000
6
£18,000

£3,000
8
£24,000

£3,500
10
£35,000

£3,500
10
£35,000

£400

£400

£400

£450

£450

Number of events (Based on existing)
Income (gross)
TOTAL GROSS INCOME

10
£4,000
£10,000

15
£6,000
£24,000

15
£6,000
£30,000

20
£9,000
£44,000

25
£11,250
£46,250

Weddings
Weddings Hire cost*
Number of events
Income (gross)

Year 1
£800
4
£3,200

Year 2
£800
6
£4,800

Year 3
£1,000
8
£8,000

Year 4
£1,000
10
£10,000

Year 5
£1,200
12
£14,400

Filming
Film locations hire cost per day (for e.g. one or
two huts and exteriors)
Number of events
Income (gross)

Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

Year 5

£1,500
2
£3,000

£1,500
5
£7,500

£1,600
6
£9,600

£2,000
8
£16,000

£2,000
8
£16,000
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Summary
Large Events
Small Events
Weddings
Filming
Total

Year 1
£6,000
£4,000
£3,200
£3,000
£16,200

Year 2
£18,000
£6,000
£4,800
£7,500
£36,300

Year 3
£24,000
£6,000
£8,000
£9,600
£47,600

Year 4
£35,000
£9,000
£10,000
£16,000
£70,000

Year 5
£35,000
£11,250
£14,400
£16,000
£76,650
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APPENDIX 7
7.1.

DETAILED FINANCIAL REVIEW

Part 1 Commentary on the current financial position of CDT and Cultybraggan.

The following is based on a review of the balance sheet and, profit and loss account as detailed within Quickbooks (QB) software.
The QB software is cloud based and utilised by Simon Dawe (previously Andy Hemming) to raise invoices, process purchase invoices,
payments received and made and, maintain the accounts.
The QB software is reconciled with the final statutory accounts and audit prepared as at 31 st March 2020 by Finlayson’s, Crieff.
We have taken the last full year of operation immediately prior to the pandemic, year-ended 31st March 2020, as the base year for
assessment and further projections. As a check, comparison to the previous 3-years performance has been made, based on the data
held within QB.
7.2.

Profit and loss account for the period ended 31 st March 2020.

Both income and expenditure are split between restricted and unrestricted funds.
Restricted funds are funds that can only be used for the purposes specified by the donor. The funds would be allocated to restricted
income and the subsequent expenditure would be allocated as restricted expenditure.
Unrestricted funds are funds that the charity Trustees can use for any of the charity’s purposes. It follows, the funds would be allocated
to unrestricted income and subsequent expenditure would be allocated to unrestricted expenditure.
The purpose of this section is to split out costs to determine the actual annual expenditure on current ongoing activities. This will
determine the absolute minimum additional income required to ensure annual income meets annual expenditure and CDT is
financially sustainable.
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Total expenditure on annual activities
Payroll commitment
Table1

Payroll summary
Finance administration
Office administration
Estate management
Annual payroll commitment
Add employer's costs at 20%
Total annual payroll commitment

14,626
18,000
15,250
47,875
9,575
57,450

The cost above is split between restricted and unrestricted expenditure detailed in Tables 2 and 3.
7.3.

Restricted expenditure.

The total reported expenditure is £61,808. It includes £42,135 of general salaries detailed above and £12,906 of overhead costs.
The salaries and overhead costs are deemed committed costs as they are not a result of special project activity.
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Table 2

Restricted expenditure
Total Community Orchard
Total Comrie Sports Working Group
Total Heritage
Operations and Projects - Staff Cost
Operations and Projects - Other cost
Total Operations and Projects
Total Restricted expenditure
7.4.

1,253
1,960
3,554
42,135
12,906
55,041
61,808

Unrestricted expenditure.

Expenditure is summarised below in Table 3. Of the total cost of £175,130, the utilities cost is by far the greatest single cost at £75,628
(32.9%).
Other major costs are security and ongoing repairs and maintenance which is £33,526 (14.6%).
7.5.

Annual expenditure on current activities

To determine the total costs incurred on current operating activities, we have identified £55,041 from restricted expenditure which is
for general day-to-day payroll and overhead cost. This has been added to the unrestricted expenditure in Table 3.
Total annual operating cost for current activities is £230,171.
(see Table 3 below).

The annual operating cost includes debt service interest costs of £12,434 but does not include the capital repayment on loans of
£14,000 (energy savings trust). The Tudor Trust loan has an outstanding balance of £100,000. At present there is no mutually agreed
repayment plan. This has been excluded from current projections.
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Table 3
% of Total
Unrestricted
Expenditure

UNRESTRICTED Expenditure
CDT Expenses - Staff Costs
CDT Expenses - Other Costs
Total CDT Expenses
Visitor Attraction - Staff Costs
Visitor Attraction - Other Costs
Visitor Attraction - Other Overhead
Total Visitor Attraction Costs

21,788
5,884

Repairs and Maintenance - Costs
Repairs and Maintenance - Caretaking and Security
Total Repairs and Maintenance

13,419
20,107

Utilities
District Heating Supply
Electricity Costs
Other
Total Utility Costs
Interest Expense

Total Unrestricted Expenditure
Add Overhead costs allocated to Restricted Funds

Total annual expenditure on current activities

27,672

12.0%

25,869

11.2%

33,526

14.6%

75,628

32.9%

12,434

175,130

5.4%
76.1%

55,041

23.9%

230,171

100.0%

15,519
5,228
5,123

32,150
37,470
6,009
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7.6.

Funds received from unrestricted activities.

The total income received is £173,537. Detail of how this is sourced is in the Table 4 below.
The outcome is an operational deficit in the year to March 2020 of (£56,633), prior year (£78,967), reference Table5.
7.7.

Restricted Income.

Two important sources of income over recent years came from Gannochy Trust and Strengthening Communities Fund. Both have
allowed their funding to contribute to the annual salary costs and overheads enabling CDT to balance the accounts and fund overall
costs. In the year to March 2020 this was valued at £55,041, prior year £76,158.
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Table 4

Unrestricted Income
OFGEM
District heating
Electricity charges on-site
Service Charge
Other
Total Utility Income
Rental income
Nissan Hut
Temporary Storage
Allottmemts
Other
Total Rental Income
Other income
Events Income
Heritage - Admissions
Heritage - Other
Heritage - Merchandise
Total Heritage
Other Income
Total Unrestricted Income

16,794
14,429
24,992
34,128
8,872
99,214

57.2%

43,621

25.1%

30,558
144
173,538

17.6%
0.1%
100.0%

38,620
2,675
500
1,826

6,036
18,713
3,931
1,879
144
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7.8.

Summary

CDT Trust’s operational expenditure exceeds the income it has generated from its activities on-site. The funding from the Gannochy Trust and
Strengthening Communities fund the shortfall through allocation of expenditure to restricted funds.
In the year to March 2020 an overall funds surplus of £32,162 was reported. This was, in part, attributable to unused allocation of funds for the
self-catering project of £27,240.
Table 5

Operating deficits
YE March 2020 YE March 2019 YE March 2018
Unrestricted Income
173,538
165,076
124,848
Total operating expenditure
230,171
244,043
196,707
Operating deficit
56,633 78,967 71,859
Add loan capital repayments
22766
25505
26299
Cash shortfall
79,399 104,472 98,158
In the year to March 2020 unrestricted income has improved in the 3-sections above (Table 3) and mainly in Other Income.
To secure a break-even position and generate sufficient to repay the capital due on finance loans it is recommended an annual target
of an additional £100,000 net income is required as an absolute minimum. This would remove reliance on grant income, albeit there
would be little headroom for unplanned events. We have selected a higher than average of the last 3-years deficits and, higher than
year-end 2020 due to the uncertainties of coming out of the pandemic. (This does not take into consideration repayment of the Tudor
Trust Loan; it has no capital repayment terms).
7.9.

Balance sheet as of 31st March 2020

Two key areas to comment on:
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1. Current assets to current liabilities achieve a ratio of 1.15:1.0 which, though not strong, is acceptable. This includes a £20,000 bank
overdraft. In simple terms it means the current cash-in is sufficient to cover the outgoing cash commitments. However, the outgoing cash
commitments are being funded by grant income and not on a sustainable basis. This includes the repayment of capital outstanding on
the loan finance.
2. Fixed assets are reported at £999,132. The strength of the assets for a balance sheet are often measured by their ability to generate
income. This is essential in order to;
 meet the Charity’s objectives,
 cover the operating costs,
 service the capital repayments of the loans,
 improve and develop the site.
The current position is:





An operating income shortfall for YE March 2020 of (£56,633). The past 3-year average is (£70,000).
The inability of the assets to generate an operating surplus will reduce their value significantly from the balance sheet value of £999,000.
The asset value is further weakened as an operating surplus is required to service the loan finance of £210,396.
We have estimated an additional £100,000 should be the minimum requirement to increase unrestricted fund income per year. Until that
is achieved reliance remains on the Gannochy Trust, Strengthening Communities Fund or alternatives.

7.10. Part 2 Potential additional income identified in this report.
Of the areas reviewed four have been identified with potential to generate significant additional income. With reference to appropriate parts of
the report, they are subject to certain criteria / actions to achieve this e.g. additional investment, review and agreement with 3rd parties, advertising
and promotion etc.
Table 6 summarises the additional income that may be generated over the next 5-years. A sensitivity has been applied resulting in a low, medium
and high overall outcome dependent upon the costs of running the self-catering. A potential positive outcome is the low sensitivity exceeds the
minimum requirement established of additional net income of £100,000 (page 6 above).
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TABLE 6
PROJECTED ADDITIONAL INCOME
High Income

Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

Year 5

Self-catering (Model 1: 25% self-catering costs)

£72,254

£75,867

£79,660

£83,643

£87,825

Visitor Attraction

£6,000

£9,600

£23,400

£38,200

£64,000

Additional Business Units - lease

£4,860

£8,100

£9,720

£12,960

£16,200

Events, Weddings & Filming

£16,200

£36,300

£47,600

£70,000

£76,650

Total Additional Income

£99,314

£129,867

£160,380

£204,803

£244,675

Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

Year 5

Self-catering (Model 2: 40% self-catering costs)

£57,803

£60,694

£63,728

£66,915

£70,260

Visitor Attraction

£6,000

£9,600

£23,400

£38,200

£64,000

Additional Business Units - lease

£4,860

£8,100

£9,720

£12,960

£16,200

Events, Weddings & Filming

£16,200

£36,300

£47,600

£70,000

£76,650

Total Additional Income

£84,863

£114,694

£144,448

£188,075

£227,110

Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

Year 5

Self-catering (Model 3: 60 self-catering costs)

£38,536

£40,462

£42,485

£44,610

£46,840

Visitor Attraction

£6,000

£9,600

£23,400

£38,200

£64,000

Additional Business Units - lease

£4,860

£8,100

£9,720

£12,960

£16,200

Events, Weddings & Filming

£16,200

£36,300

£47,600

£70,000

£76,650

Total Additional Income

£65,596

£94,462

£123,205

£165,770

£203,690

Medium Income

Low Income

Notes
1. Self-catering options of how best to operate to be considered. Operating costs will be incurred and reinvestment required to maintain properties
2. Visitor attraction costs assume increasing staff costs but do not consider increased shop, café sales or other costs
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3. Business units - commission agent (Smarts) to increase rentals income
4. Events, weddings and filming - further investment in facilities and staff and may complement visitor attraction

Reference.
Attached – see Below
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Balance sheet summary 31st March 2020 - extract from Quickbooks.
Profit and loss accounts 31st March 2020 – extract from Quickbooks
Unrestricted Income and expenditure summary – extract from Quickbooks.
Summary of loan commitments. Source: loan agreements.
Reference to Quickbooks for prior years profit and loss and balance sheet.
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Summary Balance Sheet
as at 31st March 2020
Land and buildings
Totakl fixed assets
Current assets
Grants receivable
Receivables
Other debtors
Prepayments
Total current assets
Creditors: amounts falling due within one year
Bank / OD
Trade creditors
Accruals
Loans < 1-year
Deposits held
Other
Total creditors: amounts falling due within one year
Net current assets

999,132
999,132

29,178
32,799
34,795
4,649
101,421

17,688
10,931
12,134
34,768
8,982
3,654
88,156
13,264

Creditors: amounts falling due after more than one year
Total loans

223,411

Net assets
Funds Restricted
Funds Unrestricted
Current year surplus / deficit
Total charity funding

788,985
502,347
254,476
32,162
788,985
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Extract from Quickbooks
Profit and loss account to 31st March 2020
Reconciled to the Audited Accounts for the Year Ended 31st March 2020

Income
Community Orchard
Donation
Self Catering - HLF HE
Self Catering - SSE renewables Grant
Total Self Catering
Awards For All Hub Café
Gannochy Trust
Strengthening Communities
VAF Engine Shed Donation
Restricted Funds
Unrestricted Income
District heating & Ofgem
Electricity charges on-site
Service Charge
Other
Total Utility Income
Rental income
Nissan Hut
Temporary Storage
Allottmemts
Other
Total Rental Income
Total Unrestricted Income
Events Income
Heritage - Admissions
Heritage - Other
Heritage - Merchandise
Total Heritage
Other Income

852
1130
27,241
1,937
29,178
9,850
25,000
29,298
255
95,563
31,223
24,992
34,128
8,872
99,214
38,620
2,675
500
1,826
43,621
142,835
6,036
18,713
3,931
1,879
144

30,558
144
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Detail of Unrestricted Income and Expenditure
Unrestricted Income
OFGEM
District heating
Electricity charges on-site
Service Charge
Other
Total Utility Income
Rental income
Nissan Hut
Temporary Storage
Allotments
Other
Total Rental Income
Other income
Events Income
Heritage - Admissions
Heritage - Other
Heritage - Merchandise
Total Heritage
Other Income
Total Unrestricted Income

16,794
14,429
24,992
34,128
8,872
57.2%

43,621

25.1%

30,558
144
173,538

17.6%
0.1%
100.0%

38,620
2,675
500
1,826

6,036
18,713
3,931
1,879
144

% of Total
Unrestricted
Expenditure

UNRESTRICTED Expenditure
CDT Expenses - Staff Costs
CDT Expenses - Other Costs

99,214

21,788
5,884
35

Total CDT Expenses
Visitor Attraction - Staff Costs
Visitor Attraction - Other Costs
Visitor Attraction - Other Overhead
Total Visitor Attraction Costs
Repairs and Maintenance - Costs
Repairs and Maintenance - Caretaking and Security
Total Repairs and Maintenance
Utilities
District Heating Supply
Electricity Costs
Other
Total Utility Costs

25,869

11.2%

33,526

14.6%

75,628

32.9%

12,434

5.4%
76.1%

32,150
37,470
6,009

Total Unrestricted Expenditure

175,130

Add Overhead costs allocated to Restricted Funds

55,041

Total annual expenditure on current activities

Loans Repayable (Per YE 2020)

12.0%

13,419
20,107

Interest Expense

Operational Deficit

27,672
15,519
5,228
5,123

230,171
-

23.9%
100.0%

56,634
23,279
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Details of Loans due
Repayments Year 2022 / 2023

less than < and more than 1-year.
Annual
interest

16,600

180,000

-

50,000

-

31/03/2011

-

100,000

-

03/08/2009

180,000

100,000

31/03/2012

16,600

510,000

83,400

4,200

75,000

150,000

-

10,552

91,600

660,000

83,400

3,252

Tudor Trust Loan

3,100

Finance debt
Other

6,352

CBILs

Total finance debt 2022/2023

Original Loan
value

Received

Current
outstanding at YE
16,600

Energy savings trust
SIS Junior (Social Investment
Scotland)
SIS Senior (Social Investment
Scotland)

Capital
repayment

Reason

14/02/2012 Biomass system

Jan-21 WC for the self-catering project
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APPENDIX 8

GOVERNANCE REVIEW

J & H Mitchell WS
Charity Governance Health Check Report – Comrie Development Trust (“the Trust”)
1. Introduction
1.1.

J & H Mitchell WS have undertaken a desktop Governance Health Check, considering Comrie Development Trust’s status as a Scottish
Charity, its current activities and those that may be undertaken in the future as part of a strategic plan.

1.2.

The scope of this overview is based on the information which J & H Mitchell WS have received comprising; the Trust’s governing document,
last set of accounts and list of current and future activities.

2. Legal structure
2.1 The Trust is constituted as a Company Limited by Guarantee with charitable status. This means that the Trust has a separate legal
personality, can contract in its own name and means the charity trustees can benefit from limited liability, in most circumstances. We would
consider this a suitable legal form within which to undertake the Trust’s charitable activities and any future expansion of these in the future.
2.2 The Trust’s governing document comprises a Memorandum & Articles of Association (M&A) last updated on 4th October 2010, which are
based on a model produced by Development Trust Association Scotland (DTAS).
2.3 The Trust may wish to consider a review and update of the M&A. References are made to sections of the Companies Act 1985 which has
now largely been replaced by The Companies Act 2006. In addition, it may be prudent to now include an express provision to cover entirely
virtual General Meetings and take the opportunity to make the M&A gender neutral. Please also see comments elsewhere which may also
be relevant to take into account in to a review at 2.4, 4.2, 6.4 and 6.6. The current DTAS model may address most of these points.
2.4 The M&A includes features for eligibility as a ‘community body’ to register a community interest in land under the community right to buy
legislation, namely the Land Reform (Scotland) Act 2003. However, further changes have since been introduced by the Land Reform
(Scotland) Act 2016 and the Community Empowerment (Scotland) Act 2015, which means that should the Trust wish to continue to meet the
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requirements to be a ‘community body’ and register a community right to buy, or request a community asset transfer then the M&A may need
to be updated.
2.5 The Trust has a two-tier organisational structure with both members and a separate board of charity trustees. Such an organisational structure
is required for a ‘community body’, as referred to above, and as a community-led organisation that works to the Development Trust model.
2.6 The full members of the Trust have important powers under the M&A to include electing a majority of trustees, attending General Meetings
and requiring to approve certain decisions, which cannot be decided by the trustees alone.

3. Delegation & Control
3.1 Charity trustees have a legal duty to act in the charity’s interest and with care and diligence. Where trustees can delegate duties they cannot
delegate responsibilities, this means that the trustees need to find a way of retaining a level of oversight without getting overly involved in
the day-to-day running of the organisation and operational matters, so as to focus on the strategy.
3.2 The Trust has a number of working groups. Generally, such groups can be long-term or project specific, and can be useful way to involve
volunteers with appropriate skills and experience to assist in progressing and delivering the Trust’s strategy. The Trust should ensure that
such groups have a written remit and terms of reference, established reporting requirements to the board of trustees and representation from
the board of trustees. Working groups should not be able to bind the board, unless by specific delegated authority. The trustees will always
be ultimately accountable, notwithstanding any matters that they may have delegated to others.
3.3 In so far as it does not already exist, we would recommend a scheme of delegation, to help provide clarity around who has authority to make
different decisions. This should be regularly reviewed and available to all trustees, staff and volunteers, so everyone is clear about their roles
and responsibilities, and legal liabilities. This would include clear role descriptions for trustees and volunteers, terms of reference for working
groups, and job descriptions for staff.
4. Charitable Purposes and activities
4.1 The Trust’s charitable purposes are set out in the M&A. These are fairly broad and all-embracing and the activities as provided appear to be
covered by these. All of the Trust’s activities require to be charitable and further the charitable purposes in so far as these are carried out by
the Trust.
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4.2 The charitable purposes include the wording “To manage community land and associated assets for the benefit of the Community and the
public in general….”. This wording was previously included in the model articles for bodies who wish to register an interest in land. The model
was updated by Scottish Government in 2016 and this purpose was removed following consultation with OSCR, who were of the view that it
was not strictly charitable.
5. Trading and Trading Subsidiary considerations
5.1 The Trust’s future activities may concentrate on income generation to become financially self-sufficient. Depending on what the income
generating activities are and/or the risk they may pose to the Trust’s assets, the trustees may need to consider whether they can be
carried out within the Trust or whether these should be carried out in a separate subsidiary of the Trust.
5.2 In establishing a separate Trading Subsidiary, certain steps have to be taken to ensure it is not seen as being directed by the Trust, which
might then enable a creditor to claim that the liability should not be treated as separate from the liability of the Trust. Steps therefore
require to be taken to:




Minimise the overlap of trustees of the charity who are also Directors of the Trading Subsidiary – preferably there should be a majority
of Directors of the subsidiary company who are not trustees of the charity.
Ensure there is no ‘intermingling’ of the activities of the charity and the Trading Subsidiary – these need to be clarified, kept distinct
and separate at all times.
Undertake a cash flow exercise to ensure the Trading Subsidiary can exist without financial assistance from the charity (which cannot
be directly given, in most circumstances).

5.3

The Trust has already established Cultybraggan Heritage Self-Catering Society which is a Community Benefit Society and is able to issue
community shares in order to attract investment. We understand that the Society will manage and operate the proposed self-catering
accommodation project with any profits being remitted to the Trust.

5.4

Trading by a charity will normally fall in to one of two broad categories:



The first is activity carried out in pursuit of primary objectives of the Charity and would include, for example, visitor admission fees to
the camp. This is known as primary purpose trade.
The second category is that of a charity that engages in trade in order to generate funds for the charity. An example of this could be
a gift shop or café. This type of activity is more likely to be commercial.
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5.5.1

Where a charity undertakes trading activities then it needs to consider whether there are any tax exemptions available. The main types
of trading activity where there are specific tax exemptions are:





Primary purpose trading.
Trading activities mainly carried out by a charity’s beneficiaries.
Small trading exemption. The small trading exemption applies where the trading income by a charity is below the limit set out in the
following table1:
Charities Gross Annual Income
£32,000
£32,001-£320,000
Over £320,000

Maximum permitted small trading turnover
£8,000
25% of charity’s total annual income
£80,000

5.6 A small-scale retail or refreshment operation could fall within the small trading exemption, so long as the Trust are satisfied that the commercial
risk to the Trust assets as a result these operations not going well is low.
5.7 Where the trading does not meet the tax exemptions and/or it puts the charity assets at a higher risk, then it would be usual for such activities
to be carried out by a separate wholly owned subsidiary of the charity.
5.8 The objectives of creating a trading subsidiary are usually threefold:
 To manage the significant risks arising from commercial trading and to protect charity assets;
 To avoid payment of tax on profits that are intended to be used by the charity; and
 To minimise any adverse reputational risk in the event of the subsidiary failing.
5.9 Setting up any trading subsidiary should be entered into with careful consideration and with accountancy advice, in particular in considering
the relationship between the Trust and the trading subsidiary, on the basis that if the trading subsidiary is using assets belonging to the Trust
then it should pay a fair rate for doing so. The Cultybraggan Heritage Self-Catering Business plan 2016 demonstrates that the financial and
working relationship between the Trust and the Society has been carefully considered in this context.

1.

Rates as at February 2021
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5.10 The starting point for all these considerations is therefore a well thought through business plan, assessment of risk, testing the robustness
of decisions and appraising the likelihood of success.
5.11 The traditional trading subsidiary model is a limited company with two shares owned by the charity. A recent landmark court ruling in
favour of New Lanark Trust in February 2021 may mean that some trading subsidiaries will now be capable of obtaining charitable status.
6. Trustees
6.1 In embarking on a period of strategic change it is essential that board of trustees has the capacity and the appropriate balance of skills and
experience in order to be best placed to take these plans forward and ensure their successful implementation.
6.2 The first step is for the existing board to agree what skills and experience that the board will need going forward, then the trustees should
evaluate the existing skills and experience that the Trust already benefits from, which will allow the Trust to identify the gaps, to allow for
meaningful targeted trustee recruitment. This is also relevant for working groups.
6.3 Whilst the majority of trustees require to be full members who are elected by the full members at the AGM, the trustees could, when calling
for nominations encourage nominations from full members with certain skill sets or experience. The trustees are also able to co-opt up to 3
trustees, which allows the board to seek trustees with specific skills or experience.
6.4 In terms of the M&A there is no limit on the number of terms that an elected trustee may serve. The Trust may wish to consider whether by
not forcing a change in the board’s composition, by limiting the number of terms, there is a danger of the governing body to stagnating, thereby
not benefiting from enabling fresh eyes to assess strategic direction and structures.

6.5 Induction and training are key for trustees, ensuring new trustees are ready for their role and can actively participate in governance. OSCR
recommends that a review the training needs of the trustees should be undertaken every year. The Trust should ensure that is has an
induction process and ongoing training in place for the trustees. An annual skills evaluation can also assist is identifying any training needs.
6.6 There is no provision to allow the trustees to remove a Trustee who is in serious or persistent breach of their duties as a charity trustee, Board
Policy or Code of Conduct. In any update to the governing document, it would be prudent to include this.
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7. Policies

7.1 Maintaining and regularly reviewing policies and procedures allows the trustees to implement appropriate controls to direct and oversee the
charity.
7.2 Policies should be reviewed annually to make sure they are still fit for purpose, being followed correctly and understood.
7.3 The Trust have shared a link to their current policies. The content of these policies have not been reviewed in detail, as this is outwith the
scope of this report.
7.4 Our observations are as follows:We would recommend that policies are considered to cover the following:1. Board – Code of Conduct, Role and Delegation
2. Complaints
3. Conflicts of Interest – whilst this is referred to in the governing document, we would expect a fuller standalone policy together with a
Register of Interests, to be completed on appointment and reviewed on an annual basis.
4. Financial controls
The Trust may want to consider consolidating some of their existing policies that are fairly brief, but cover the same topic. For example, there are
a number of policies that cover communications that could be consolidated.

Sarah M Brown
accredited specialist in Charity Law
J. & H. Mitchell, W.S., Pitlochry
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